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Abstract

Introduction: The realization of Parliament’s desire to support asset seizure efforts, currently there is a discourse to regulate the seizure of assets resulting from criminal offenses in a separate law. The proposal to form a law on the expropriation of assets resulting from criminal acts is seen in the agreement to include a draft law on the expropriation of assets resulting from criminal acts in the National Legislation 2009-2014.

Purposes of the Research: The purpose of this study is to explain the paradigm that the importance of the establishment of asset seizure laws in money laundering.

Methods of the Research: The research method used is normative legal research with a statute legal approach and a conceptual approach.

Results of the Research: The urgency of establishing a special asset seizure law for money laundering is an inadequate mechanism. Adequate mechanisms in asset seizure efforts are expected to use the mechanisms contained in the UNCAC so that asset seizure in Indonesia will run effectively.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the international world, there are legal developments that show that the confiscation and seizure of proceeds and instruments of crime become an important part of efforts to reduce crime rates.¹ Even the seizure of assets is regulated in a separate chapter, namely Chapter V of the United Nation Convention Against Corruption (UNCAC) as an affirmation of the importance of the seizure of criminal proceeds in the settlement of cases.² Indonesia has ratified UNCAC through Law No. 7 of 2006 on the ratification of the UN Convention Against Corruption. With the ratification, Indonesia is a state party of UNCAC. Indonesia should have the same legal standing in carrying out the necessary actions to seize assets obtained illegally and rushed abroad. In addition to UNCAC, many other UN conventions also contain provisions regarding the seizure of assets resulting from criminal acts. These
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Attempts to seize assets in a country certainly require the political will of the state from Parliament, government, and the judiciary. The political will of Parliament is related to the desire of Parliament to prepare a legal instrument in an effort to seize assets from the beginning until assets derived from criminal acts can be returned to the right party. The legal rules in question are related to asset tracking, asset management, asset delivery to the utilization and supervision of assets that have been handed over. In addition, it is also necessary to prepare legal instruments related to the relationship of mutual cooperation between countries. This political will can be realized through laws that specifically regulate the seizure of assets resulting from criminal acts in the legal system in Indonesia. The realization of the desire of Parliament to support efforts to seize assets, currently emerging discourse to regulate the seizure of assets resulting from criminal acts in a separate law. The proposal to form a law on the expropriation of assets resulting from criminal acts is seen in the agreement to include a draft law on the expropriation of assets resulting from criminal acts in the National Legislation 2009-2014. In the span of 5 years, although it has been included in the prolegmas, the draft law on asset expropriation was not also discussed even though the draft law was submitted in 2012. Prolegmas for the period 2014-2019 also lists the asset Expropriation Bill as one of the Bills on the long list to be discussed. In the draft law, there is a new paradigm related to the mechanism of asset seizure resulting from criminal acts which refers to several international conventions, especially UNCAC which uses the mechanism of asset seizure without conviction. This, of course, is different from the provisions for the seizure and seizure of assets resulting from criminal acts practiced in Indonesia so far. Because so far, asset seizure in the Indonesian legal system can be carried out after the enforcement process has obtained a Permanent Court decision.

Chairman of the Committee on money laundering, Coordinating Minister for Political, Legal and legal Mahfud MD, in a public hearing (RDPU) with Commission III of the DPR related to the Rp349 trillion awkward transaction at the Ministry of Finance. It turns out that in the public hearing, members of Commission III Arteria Dahlan mentioned that people who divulge the secret of the findings of money laundering can be sentenced to prison which is another form of resisting asset seizure.

The need for a draft law on asset seizure, based on the fact that law enforcement efforts, especially money laundering, are based on the original criminal acts contained in law No. 8 in 2010 which also did not produce significant results to the state treasury. In addition, Romli also stated that the applicable law in Indonesia is currently not able to optimally regulate and accommodate activities in order to return assets resulting from corruption and crime in the field of Finance and banking in general. The asset forfeiture bill needs to be
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passed because it is strategic enough to eradicate money laundering in Indonesia. In addition, the draft law on the seizure of assets is also useful for the recovery of losses incurred from criminal acts committed by the perpetrator. Furthermore, Mudzakkir also emphasized that the draft law on asset seizure must be prepared proportionally and still prioritize the element of Justice. From the description above, the author is interested in studying money laundering laws related to the establishment of asset seizure laws originating from criminal acts as stated in law no. 8 of 2010.

2. METHOD

This study is a normative legal research. Normative legal research is research law that lays down the law as a building system of norms in conducting research. The system of norms in question are the principles, norms, rules of legislation, decisions judgment, and doctrine. The legal materials used in this study consist of primary legal materials, secondary legal materials, and tertiary legal materials. Primary legal material consists of legislation, jurisprudence or court decisions, and international treaties. Primary legal material in this study is the Law No. 8 of 2010 on prevention and the eradication of money laundering. Secondary legal material is legal material that can provide an explanation of the primary legal material. Secondary legal material consists of books- books, research journals, scientific articles and news from electronic and internet media related with this research topic. Tertiary legal material is legal material that can explain the material primary law and secondary law. Tertiary law material consists of Law Dictionary, dictionary large Indonesian, and English dictionaries. This study uses the approach of legislation- approach) and conceptual approach. Legal approach- invitation (statue approach) is done by examining the rule of law (as the initial basis for doing analysis) which underlies the criminal sanctions for money laundering, and the concept approach (conceptual approach) is done by using the theory of economic analysis of law as a knife analysis to the issues / topics discussed in this study. Collection is done by study library (library research) by conducting searches and reviews of legal materials primary, secondary legal materials, and tertiary legal materials, then the data are analyzed qualitative and descriptive in order to provide an explanation or a clear picture of analysis results obtained.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Seizure of Assets In Criminal Law

In the criminal law system in Indonesia, the Criminal Procedure Code uses the word “object” as the equivalent of an asset. This is stated in Article 39 of the foreclosure. In these provisions, it is explained that confiscation is a series of actions of the investigator to take over and or keep under his control movable or immovable, tangible or intangible objects for the purpose of evidence in the investigation, prosecution and Justice. In the Criminal Code Bill, the word asset is also not clearly explained either in form or meaning. The word asset
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is only matched with the word “goods”, which is included in Article 165 of the Criminal Code Bill. Under the article, it is stated that “goods” mean tangible objects including water and giral money, and intangible objects including electricity, gas, data and computer programs, services including telephone services, telecommunications services, or computerized services.

The act of expropriation of assets in the legal system in Indonesia, contained in Article 10 (b) of the Criminal Code, as one form of additional criminal. Based on these provisions, the seizure is carried out on the basis of a court decision or determination from a judge, against certain goods. The expropriation is carried out limitatively in accordance with the provisions of the criminal code, that is, the goods owned by the convict obtained from the crime or intentionally used in committing the crime. The confiscation can be replaced by imprisonment if the confiscated goods are handed back to the convict, the duration of the imprisonment is at least 1 day and a maximum of 6 months.

In principle, internationally there are 2 types of deprivation.\(^\text{10}\) The types of deprivation in question are the mechanism of deprivation in Personam and the mechanism of deprivation in Rem. Deprivation In personam (criminal deprivation), is an action directed at a person personally (individually). The act is part of a criminal sanction so that it can be carried out on the basis of a criminal justice decision. The prosecutor in this case must prove that the assets to be seized are the result or means of a criminal offense. In addition, the application for seizure of assets must be filed simultaneously with the prosecution file by the public prosecutor.\(^\text{11}\) The second type of asset seizure is the mechanism of seizure in rem. There are various terms for the mechanism of seizure in rem, namely civil forfeiture, civil forfeiture, Non-Conviction Based (NCB) Asset Forfeiture. The essence of asset seizure using the In rem mechanism is a lawsuit against assets not against people. This mechanism is a separate action from the criminal justice process and requires evidence that a property has been tainted by a criminal offense.\(^\text{12}\)

In general, a criminal offense should be established on the balance of probabilities of the standard of proof. This eases the burden on the government to act. In addition, it is still possible to impose a fine if it is considered that there is sufficient evidence to support that a criminal offense has occurred. Since the lawsuit is not aimed at natural persons but rather at individuals, the owner of the property is a third party who has the right to defend the property that will be seized by the state because it is believed to be the result or tool in a criminal offense.

Between the two types of deprivation, as mentioned above, there is a common goal, which is the deprivation of the results and means in criminal acts by the state. In addition, the two mechanisms have 2 things in common, namely that the perpetrators of violations of the law should not be allowed to profit from their crimes. The proceeds from the crime they must be seized and used for compensation to the victim, in this case both the state as a victim of the crime, and the individual. In addition, another similarity between the two mechanisms of asset seizure is that the seizure of assets or proceeds of crime can have a
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deterrent effect on offenders. With the seizure of assets, it will be a preventive measure so that the assets are not used for further criminal purposes.  

3.2 The Urgency of Establishing A Law On The Seizure of Assets of Money Laundering In Indonesia

Ratification of UNCAC by Indonesia is carried out through Law Number 7 of 2006 concerning the ratification of the United Nation Convention Against Corruption, 2003 (United Nations Convention Against Corruption, 2003) one of the important parts regulated in UNCAC is the existence of arrangements relating to the search, seizure, and seizure of proceeds and instruments of criminal acts between countries. As a consequence of the ratification, the government of Indonesia must adjust the provisions of the existing legislation with the provisions of the convention, so that Indonesia can make maximum efforts to seize assets resulting from criminal acts, especially the results of corruption. In the UNCAC, there are detailed provisions regarding the mechanism of expropriation of assets resulting from criminal acts using the non conviction based asset forfeiture method. So that it can be a reference for state parties in conducting international cooperation in crime and financial problems as well as the use of technology among each other in an effort to seize assets resulting from corruption where corruption is one of the original criminal acts originating from law No. 8 of 2010 on the prevention and eradication of money laundering.

The UNCAC determines that all states parties are obliged to consider the appropriation of proceeds of crime without incrimination (NCB). In this case, the UNCAC does not consider the existence of differences in legal systems between states parties, the NCB is considered as a system that can transcend the differences between legal systems adopted by the states parties of the UNCAC. UNCAC proposes NCB as a tool for all jurisdictions in efforts to eradicate widespread corruption with the follow-up crime of money laundering. Indonesia must comply with the provisions contained in UNCAC. After ratification, Indonesia should also make adjustments to the legal provisions applicable in Indonesia with UNCAC as an international convention in which Indonesia is part of it. The presence of the asset forfeiture bill is one of the steps of the Indonesian government in following up on the ratification of UNCAC. This is because with the draft of the asset forfeiture law that adheres to the criminal forfeiture mechanism In Rem (NCB) Indonesia has made adjustments to the provisions of the UNCAC as an international convention.

Although the provisions contained in the draft law on asset forfeiture refer to the provisions on asset forfeiture suggested in the UNCAC, the material provided for in the draft law on asset forfeiture may apply to all criminal acts with economic motives. This is because the proceeds of crime assets are the weakest point of the crime chain with economic motives so that by expropriating the proceeds of crime assets, efforts to suppress crime rates are expected to run in accordance with expectations.

The development of criminal practices with economic motives in this case money laundering within 15 years in Indonesia is increasingly complex. Advances in Information Technology have made it easier for perpetrators to commit criminal acts thus creating variations in the modus operandi used. With the emergence of various new modus operandi in criminal acts, the efforts to enforce the law on criminal acts are certainly more difficult.
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In addition, advances in technology and information also facilitate the efforts of perpetrators of criminal acts to hide the results of the crime, so that efforts to conceal assets derived from a criminal offense no longer recognize certain national borders, and pass jurisdiction between one country and another.\(^{15}\) This development requires legal provisions that can be a solution to the problem of the development of economic types of criminal acts. So that the law enforcement of economic crimes both carried out by conventional methods and by cutting-edge methods can be completed by law enforcement officers in accordance with existing provisions.

With this development, criminal acts whose assets are the object of asset seizure also develop and increase in type. The crimes in question include corruption, money laundering, terrorism, trafficking in persons, arms smuggling, narcotics, Forestry, and fisheries, as well as other crimes that have economic elements in their implementation such as embezzlement and fraud. The criminal act certainly has its own laws and regulations, but until now the provisions of each criminal act have not regulated the seizure of assets related to the completion of criminal acts.\(^{16}\) Money laundering derived from 26 kinds of criminal acts contained in law no. 8 of 2010, urgently need an effective asset seizure mechanism so that justice can be established, at least in terms of the return of losses resulting from the crime. The law on asset seizure can be an answer to the need for a more effective standard mechanism in efforts to seize assets resulting from criminal offenses. The DPR RI can show the public that the DPR has the political will to implement effective asset seizure efforts in the legal system in Indonesia by passing a law on asset seizure.\(^{17}\)

In the current legal system in Indonesia, the method used in law enforcement for criminal acts by finding the culprit and placing the perpetrator of the crime in prison (follow the suspect) as contained in the Criminal Procedure Code and the Corruption Act did not cause a preventive effect and was not effective enough to suppress the crime rate because the mechanism was only emphasized on punishing the perpetrator by placing the perpetrator in prison while the seizure and seizure of assets was only carried out as an additional crime.\(^{18}\) While confiscating and depriving the results and instruments of criminal acts from the perpetrators of criminal acts not only transfer a number of assets from the perpetrators of crimes to the community but also will increase the possibility of the community to realize the common goal of the establishment of justice and welfare for all members of society.\(^{19}\)

In addition, the development of criminal types with economic motives also requires an adequate mechanism in terms of being able to be used in accordance with current circumstances to streamline asset seizure efforts in Indonesia. This then prompted the Indonesian government to issue a policy related to the effectiveness of asset seizure


resulting from economic crimes. One of the priority policies of the Indonesian government is the creation of legal instruments that are able to seize all assets resulting from a criminal act as well as all means that allow the implementation of criminal acts, especially economically motivated criminal acts.20

The policy is part of the Criminal Law Policy proposed by Mulder, namely actions that must be taken to prevent criminal acts. In this paper, the action to be taken is translated as a step taken by the Government of Indonesia to streamline asset expropriation efforts in the legal system in Indonesia to form a draft law on asset expropriation. In the description of ditas, it seems that the importance of the existence of the law on the seizure of assets for money laundering can be seen from several factors, namely the factor of Indonesia’s position as an UNCAC ratifying country; factors in the development of types of criminal acts that cause economic losses; and factors that the available mechanisms are not sufficient.

4. CONCLUSION

The establishment of the law on the seizure of assets of the crime of money laundering is the development of the types of criminal acts of economic motives contained in the criminal acts of money laundering origin. Advances in technology make it easier for perpetrators to carry out crimes and hide the results of these crimes with easier methods. This must then be overcome by the existence of legal provisions that are in accordance with current and future circumstances so that asset seizure efforts can achieve maximum results. The last factor of urgency in the establishment of asset seizure legislation is an inadequate mechanism. Adequate mechanisms in asset seizure efforts are expected to use the mechanisms contained in the UNCAC so that asset seizure in Indonesia will run effectively. The importance of the law on asset seizure of criminal acts in Indonesia can be seen from 3 factors, namely the ratification of UNCAC, the development of types of criminal acts, and inadequate asset seizure mechanisms. Indonesia’s position as a ratifying country of UNCAC, so that the government of Indonesia must adjust the provisions of existing legislation with the provisions in the convention because it is a consequence of the ratification.
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